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Abstract. The outcome of collisions between pre-planetesimals is important in the theory of
planetesimal formation by collisional growth and strongly depends on their internal structure.
Since pre-planetesimals are highly porous, reaching 90% porosity, they could show the so called
anomalous behaviour (decrease of density during shock compression, e.g. Bolkhovitinov & Khvos-
tov 1978). Due to involved sizes (>dm), laboratory experiments are unfeasible therefore numer-
ical simulations equipped with adequate porosity models are necessary.

Here we focus on the P -α model and its variations. We found that they are suitable for
applications in the high porosity range only after a modification of the basic equations, that
avoids an inconsistency and takes into account the effect of dissipated energy, is performed.
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In the P -α model (Herrmann 1969; Carroll & Holt 1972) the equation of state (EOS)
of the porous material is derived from that of its solid matrix (subscript m) by the
introduction of the distension parameter α=ρm /ρ, relating the respective density, and
the assumption that the specific internal energy of the two components is the same
U = Um . The P -α model and its modified ε-α variation have been respectively used by
Jutzi et al. (2008) and Wünnemann et al. (2006) in the related field of impact cratering
but only for low and intermediate porosity up to 60%. However at high porosity we
found that the first is affected by a singularity and the second cannot model anomalous
behaviour of the porous material.

The inconsistent U = Um assumption.
This assumption implies dU=dUm , but this is valid only in the unrealistic situation where
the material maintains a constant porosity (α=const) while it is subject to compression.
In fact, applying the First Principle at both the porous material and its matrix we have:
dU = dUm − Pm

αρm
dα, where the definition of distension α is used and δQ = δQm because

the pores in the porous material are assumed to be empty.
The suggested modification.

In order to avoid the singularity, we suggest to derive the internal energy of the matrix
directly from the First Principle, substituting Um =U with dUm = Pm

ρ2
m

dρm + δQm . The
term δQm represents the heat exchanged by the matrix with its environment and for high
porous materials it is mainly due to the energy dissipated during plastic deformation.

Application: shock compression.
We use the Hugoniot as energy equation and the simplified Tillotson as matrix EOS.
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Figure 1. Left: standard (short dashed line) and modified (solid line) ε-α models (top panel)
and P -α models (bottom panel) without energy dissipation for high porosity materials. Right:
standard and modified P -α models with energy dissipation for a low porosity material (left plot
in each panel) and high porosity material (right plot in each panel).

The modified P -α model without dissipation. The singularity, located at ρsing /ρ0=2 in
the standard ε-α model (short dashed line in the top left panel in the figure), disappears
in the modified model (solid line in the same panel). This model predicts normal behaviour
(NB) for both the porous material and its matrix. The bottom left panel shows that both
in the standard and in the modified P -α model the behaviour of the porous material is
normal, even if the density of the matrix presents a slight anomalous behaviour.
The effects of dissipated energy. The heat exchange is written as: ∆Qm = Γd

∫ α

α 0
M (α′)dα′,

where the normalised local dissipation function M(α) is taken to peak at high porosity
and the dissipation coefficient Γd regulates the magnitude of the dissipation. In the
modified version of the P -α model a critical value ΓdC

exists for each configuration such
that below it the model predicts normal behaviour for the porous material independently
of the initial porosity (top right panel in the figure) and above it anomalous behaviour
is predicted for the porous material independently of the initial porosity (bottom right
panel in the figure). For modified ε-α models only normal behaviour can be reproduced
and the dissipated energy has the only quantitative effect of moving the state of full
compaction toward higher pressure.

Conclusions. The correction of the inconsistency resolves the singularity problem and
the inclusion of dissipated energy allows the description of both normal and anomalous
behaviour. Standard P -α like models can be extended to the high porosity range, however
the expected features of pre-planetesimals can be better described by the P -α modified
model because the ε-α model is restricted only to normal behaviour.
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